FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

An Unflappable Shading Solution

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.—ShadeLoc® is a side-channel shade system. The channels hold the shadecloth securely in place by capturing its zippered edges. This design allows each solar-shading or room-darkening shadecloth to withstand the push or pull of air pressure and other forces. It also eliminates light gaps to deliver continuous solar control and added privacy.

The ShadeLoc System.
For a high-resolution image, click here.

Features:

- Locks shade bands into side and center channels.
- Eliminates light gaps between the shade band and the channel.
- Supports multi-banding with center-support channels.
- Tracks tall, narrow shades well.
- Reduces future maintenance costs.
- Installs easily with separate mounting base and SnapLoc® channel.
- Forthcoming in a DoubleShade® configuration.

These features make ShadeLoc an ideal solution for health-care facilities since many include pressurized treatment rooms, high-traffic areas like emergency-room lobbies, or both.

ShadeLoc helps shade bands stay put amid hustle, bustle, and pressurization, reducing future energy and maintenance costs and improving the experience of building occupants.
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